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ABSTRACT 

Wayfinding studies aim to explore the factors influencing purposive and goal-directed movement and 

to observe the influence of different elements such as the number of decision points (Arthur and 

Passini, 1992; Raubal and Egenhofer, 1998), the spatial integration values of street networks (Hillier 

et al., 1993; Kim and Penn, 2004) and/or connectivity measures (Ozbil et al., 2016, 2015). There are 

numerous studies on wayfinding and associated environmental factors and this subject is of great 

interest to urban planners and designers. In this wayfinding study, we aim to analyze the effect of 

various spatial factors and different conditions on the wayfinding performance of people. In order to 

explain this effect, two different experiments took place in a virtual game environment: in the first 

one, different layouts were selected, and participants were asked to navigate a boat in these different 

layouts. In the second experiment, participants were asked to navigate the boat in the same-structured 

environments (the same spatial layout) but with different landmark conditions. For the first 

experiment, axial and segment-based integration, choice and intelligibility values as well as visual 

integration, intelligibility and choice were measured. Additionally, numbers of decision points, 

average and total segment lengths were also calculated. For the second experiment, ‘easy’ (salient 

landmarks placed at integrated locations) and ‘hard’ (less salient landmarks at segregated places) 

landmark conditions were created and subsequent wayfinding performance was compared. 

Preliminary results of this study indicate the number of decision points as well as a number of space 

syntax measures and environmental conditions had a significant effect on participants’ performance. 

We also reported that the saliency of landmarks did not impact performance at the wayfinding tasks.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wayfinding and environmental factors that affect wayfinding performance of people are discussed not

only in real environments (Ozbil et al., 2016) but also in virtual environments (Conroy, 2001; Dalton,

2003; Darken and Sibert, 1996; Ruddle et al., 1997) by an increasing number of papers. The results of

different papers highlight the effect of different environmental attributes such as connectivity

measures (Ozbil et al., 2016, 2015) and urban pattern variables (Arthur and Passini, 1992; Raubal and

Egenhofer, 1998).

This article presents the results of two experiments in order to clarify the degree of effectiveness of

environmental components in virtual environments. In the first experiment, different imaginary spatial

layouts were designed and tested and in the second one same spatial structure was repeated two times

and only landmark conditions were changed in order to better understand the effect of one of the

important components of the environment, landmarks.

Wayfinding in virtual environments

Studies in the last few decades focused on the idea that virtual environments can be used to test

environmental components and according to their effectiveness (Claessen et al., 2016; Ruddle et al.,

1997; Witmer et al., 1996), the results can be seen to correlate with real world data (Conroy, 2001).

Additionally, Conroy (2001) mentioned that some, as yet unrealized, environments can also be

designed in order to understand whether they would be successful if realized (a kind of pre-occupancy

evaluation). Furthermore, researchers (Coutrot et al., 2018a) also found a significant correlation

between real and virtual environments by using the Sea Hero Quest (SHQ) dataset which is also used
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within this study. Based on the results of the comparative studies on virtual and real environments, the 

number of studies that aim to explain the impact of environmental components on wayfinding through 

the use of virtual environments increased in the last decades (Conroy-Dalton, 2002; Darken and 

Peterson, 2001; Jansen-Osmann and Fuchs, 2006). 

Studies on movement in virtual environments focused on multiple factors. Darken and Siebert (1996) 

mentioned three criteria: landmark knowledge (as visual details), procedural knowledge (route 

knowledge), and survey knowledge (as configural or topological information). Darken and Peterson 

(2001), on the other hand, aimed to define principles for the design of navigable virtual environments. 

They mentioned the effectiveness of landmarks and the need for enough obvious and directional 

landmarks for creating navigable environments as well as other factors such as map usage, directional 

cues (they also can be directional landmarks), or some organizational remedies and environmental 

familiarization. In addition to the effect of landmarks, some other environmental factors were also 

mentioned in studies. Carlson and others (Carlson et al., 2010) defined three different factors: the 

spatial structure of the area, the cognitive map developed by the users and the strategies or abilities of 

the users. As a part of the spatial structure, segment length and number of decision points (Arthur and 

Passini, 1992; O’Neill, 1991; Raubal and Egenhofer, 1998) were defined as essential factors by 

studies on wayfinding performance which were also used within this study. 

Space Syntax tool in wayfinding studies 

A very common tool used in order to explain the effect of spatial structure on human behaviour is 

space syntax. As explained by Hiller and his colleagues (1987), space syntax is a set of technique that 

is used to represent and quantify the spatial configuration in settlements. By using this tool, mainly 

two kinds of different studies can be done: line-based analysis and visibility-based analysis. Line-

based analysis includes axial and segment maps: axial maps are drawn (or automatically generated) to 

create the longest and the fewest number of lines in order to cover all moveable spaces (Bafna, 2003; 

Hillier and Hanson, 1984) whereas segment maps are created with segmental lines that are defined as 

the linear connections between intersections (one segment ends at a junction) (Al-Sayed et al., 2014). 

Even though space syntax analysis originated with the concept of the axial line or line of sight, which 

is about the visibility and movement through navigable spaces, this concept, and hence the 

accompanying graph-based measures, evolved to include segment-based maps. Thus, lately, studies 

that use space syntax tools include segment-based analyses. 

 

Multiple numbers of analyses can be produced through the use of space syntax tools. One of them, 

connectivity, measures the number of lines that are connected to each line/segment while integration 

measures how accessible is a line/segment from the rest of the system, using least number of either 

topological or angular changes (Bafna, 2003; Hillier and Hanson, 1984). Choice, on the other hand, is 

defined as the potential of a line/segment to be selected as the shortest one (Al-Sayed et al., 2014).  If 

an environment includes a higher number of shortest routes, this environment has a higher choice 

value. Therefore, it is possible to say that choice explains through movement potential while 

integration measures to movement potential (Al-Sayed et al., 2014). And finally, intelligibility is the 

correlation between connectivity and integration (global) of a system (Al-Sayed et al., 2014). This 

term is defined by Hillier as: “the degree to which what can be seen and experienced locally in the 

system allows the large-scale system to be learnt without conscious effort” (Hillier, 1996 Page 171). If 

the result of the correlation is close to 1, that means that the area is highly intelligible and if it is close 

to 0, that means that the area is very confusing and maze-like. 

 

By using one of the connectivity measures, metric reach, it is possible to measure the total street 

length that can be reached from a segment to a given distance (Peponis et al., 2008). Similarly by 

using directional reach, it is possible to measure the total street length with a few direction changes 

(Peponis et al., 2008). And finally, a visibility graph analysis is prepared by using the configurational 

visibility relationship between spaces (O’Sullivan and Turner, 2001): if one space is directly visible 

from many others in a system, it has a high-visibility value and if not, then it has a low-visibility 

value. Visual integration measures the number of surfaces that should be considered to link this 

surface to the whole system while visual connectivity measures the number of surfaces which have a 

direct relation with a surface (Peponis et al., 1998). 

 

Effectiveness of the measures -used in space syntax-; integration (Hillier et al., 1993; Kim and Penn, 

2004; Ozbil et al., 2015), choice (Ozbil et al., 2015), intelligibility (Conroy, 2001), metric (Ozbil et 

al., 2016, 2015) and directional reach (Ozbil et al., 2016) were measured and examined by various 
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studies. Similar explanations were made for VGA analysis (Hölscher et al., 2012). Hence, it is 

believed that space syntax measures will also be beneficial to explain the changes in wayfinding 

performance in this study. 

Landmark saliency 

Another important component for wayfinding tasks are landmarks, which help people to find their 

way easier (Couclelis et al., 1987). It is stated in landmark studies that objects should have some 

identifying characteristics in order to become more noticeable; more salient in order to be recognized 

by people. Thus, saliency of landmarks is about noticeability of them; or as Winter and others (Winter 

et al., 2008) stated, salient objects are actually synonymous with landmarks. Sorrows and Hirtle 

(1999) identified three different landmarks for both real spaces and electronic spaces: visual, cognitive 

and structural landmarks. According to their definition, a visual landmark is about the visual 

characteristics of an object (shape, colour etc.) and a cognitive landmark is about the meaning of an 

object (historical or cultural) while a structural landmark is about the importance of an object. Visual 

landmarks include features that contrast with their surroundings, prominence of spatial location and 

become memorable because of their visual characteristic. Cognitive landmarks, on the other hand, 

might be culturally or historically important and because of their unusual characteristics, they gain 

cognitive importance. These landmarks are more personal, and people may miss them if they are 

unfamiliar with the environment. Finally, structural landmarks might have a prominent position in the 

environment and thus they might be highly accessible (Sorrows and Hirtle, 1999). Hence, the salience 

of an object was thought to be related with the physical characteristics of objects, their meaning as 

well as their location information.  

The meaning and effect of saliency of landmarks were tested with studies (Miller and Carlson, 2011; 

Stankiewicz and Kalia, 2007). Thus, in this study it is also aimed to explore the impact of another 

environmental measure that helps people through wayfinding: saliency of landmarks. 

2. EXPERIMENTS  

Two experiments used within this study took place in virtual environments designed by a research 

group. The virtual environments were tested through the usage of an application named Sea Hero 

Quest (SHQ), which was produced by a games company, Glitchers Ltd. (Hyde et al., 2016), and was 

released in 2016. Subjects were able to download the game to their smart phones and tablets.  

 

The Sea Hero Quest dataset constitutes the largest wayfinding dataset ever collected:  it has been 

played by over 4 million people until now. The game includes 75 imaginary levels and layouts. Not 

only the layout of spatial structure but also physical conditions of the environments change through 

the levels. Weather conditions, map conditions, global landmark existence and landmark conditions 

provide variety1 in specific levels. Furthermore, within this game, participants move in five different 

environments (named as arctic rivers, golden shores, mystic marshes, kano reef and high rollers) and 

try to complete different tasks including wayfinding, path integration and chasing (Coutrot et al., 

2018b). At the beginning of the wayfinding levels, players first see a map which includes their specific 

locations and destinations they should reach. The map then disappears, and they had to navigate a boat 

in a virtual environment while they look for a sequence of destinations. On the other hand, 

participants were asked to find a flare and shoot it back toward the starting point as the purpose of 

path integration levels. Finally, as a third task players chased a sea creature and took a picture of it in 

the chase levels that was intended to gauge people’s familiarity with game-playing (Coutrot et al., 

2018b). Within this study, only the wayfinding levels were used based on the purpose of the paper.  

 

                                                           

 

 
1 Weather condition: in some environments the weather is clear and in some environments it is foggy.  

Map condition: some maps are clear and complete and some are not. 

Global landmark existence: there are global landmarks in some levels and there are not any global 

landmark in others. 

Landmark condition: easy (salient landmarks placed at integrated locations) and hard (less salient 

landmarks at segregated places) landmark condition.  
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The time taken by participants to complete the levels were recorded and used in this study. In order to 

have a normal distribution in duration, logarithmic transformation was applied to the duration 

variable. In addition, outliers2 were also detected and excluded from both experiments. 

Experiment-I 

The first experiment included all wayfinding levels in the game except for the first level that was 

designed as a training level (total number of levels used in the first experiment is forty-four). 

Additionally levels with temporal/dynamic obstacles (levels 56, 58, 67 and 72), which cause changes 

in wayfinding performance, were also excluded from the analysis.  

Method 

The time taken by participants to complete levels was recorded and used to see the correlation with 

spatial analysis. 

 

To understand the impact of environmental factors, several parameters were used. In order to have 

segment lines of virtual environments Voronoi 3  maps were conducted in ArcMAP. Axial and 

segment-based integration and choice were computed for radius 2, 3 and 54 to measure local relations 

as well as radius n (global) to measure the relationship among all lines. Furthermore, normalised 

choice values and normalised choice 50 and 100m metric values were also added to the study. To 

measure metric reach 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 meter distance thresholds were used depending on the 

area of game levels. Directional reach, on the other hand, was computed for 0 and 2 direction changes 

subject to 10° and 20° angle thresholds. 

 

In addition to space syntax measures, average segment length, number of decision points and number 

of destinations (goal points) were also measured for each level. Different conditions were also added 

as measures: global landmark condition, weather condition, landmark and map conditions were also 

measured and codded. Existence of global landmarks in a level was coded with 1, as it was coded as 0 

when there were no global landmarks. Similarly, if the weather was clear, it was coded with 1, and if 

it was foggy, it was coded with 0. No landmark condition was coded as 0, ‘hard’ landmark condition 

(less salient landmarks at segregated positions) was coded as 1 and ‘easy’ landmark condition (salient 

landmarks at accessible points) was coded as 2. Finally, normal maps were coded as 1 whereas 

obscured maps were coded as 0. Thus, the duration was expected to have a negative relationship as 

these four conditions get better. 

Results of spatial analysis were evaluated with participants’ duration results and factor analysis was 

used to understand the relationship. 

Participants 

The total number of participants who played the first –training- level and answered the basic 

demographic questions (age and gender) was 1,406,240.  The total number of results used in this 

study, which consists of the durations of all wayfinding levels, was 14,466,888. The results of 

participants who played a level more than once were excluded from the results (21,409) as well as 

outliers (555,689) detected from the logarithm of the time taken by players to complete levels and the 

levels with temporal/dynamic obstacles -where a wall suddenly appears in front of players and 

increases the time taken by participants)- (100,952 people played the obstacle levels, and so this is 

number also removed from the overall sample).  

The total number of results used in this study was 13,788,838. The age of participants was between 18 

and 99 and the number of durations recorded from male participants was 7,812,314, the number of 

durations recorded from female participants was 5,792,590 and 3,934 other (including same 

                                                           

 

 
2 Outlier formula: Upper value=upper quartile + (1.5 * (inter quartile range, IQR))               

Lower value= lower quartile - (1.5 * (inter quartile range, IQR)) 
3 To create Voronoi maps, first the edges of the moveable spaces were represented with points, and 

then Voronoi polygons were created in ArcMap 10.3. Segment lines were drawn from the 

intersections of polygons.  
4 In axial maps, radius 2, 3 and 5 measure how far someone can reach by changing 2,3 and 5 lines and 

in segment maps, they mean how far someone can reach by changing 2,3 and 5 angles respectively. 
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participants). The total number of the players of level 2 was 1,321,177 including 769,556 male, 

551,295 female and 326 other participants with the same age range.  

Procedure 

All wayfinding levels had the same instructions as explained earlier. Participants were first asked to 

view a map, which included the goal locations, and then they closed the map, started navigating a 

boat, and tried to find the goal locations, in the correct order, by the help of some environmental clues. 

Results 

Principal axis factoring with varimax rotation (as factors are uncorrelated) was conducted to assess the 

effect of different factors by using JMP 14. Six factors were created based on the Eigenvalues 

(threshold was 1). Factor 1 was named as “accessibility”, Factor 2 was named as “reach”, Factor 3 

“visibility and choice”, Factor 4 “integration and landmark condition”, Factor 5 “global landmark and 

weather conditions” and finally Factor 6 was named as “map condition”. After rotation, six factors 

were extracted, together explaining 86.48% of the total variance. The first factor accounted for 

19.922%of the variance, the second one accounted for 16.177% of the variance, the third factor 

accounted for 15.1%, fourth one accounted for 14.401%, fifth one accounted for 13.455% and the last 

one accounted for 7.425%. Table 1 shows the factor loadings for the rotated factors, with loadings less 

than 0.6 omitted. 

 

Table 1: Factor loadings for the rotated factors 

Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 

Axial choice (r:n) 0.908 

     Seg. Choice (r:n) 0.759 

     Axial intelligibility -0.839 

     DR 10°-2 

 

0.891 

    Seg. Integration (r:n) 

 

0.841 

    MR 10 

 

0.745 

    Visual integration (hh) 

  

0.953 

   Seg. Choice (normalised) 100m 

  

-0.699 

   VGA intelligibility 

  

-0.771 

   # decision points 

   

0.701 

  Axial Integration (hh) 

   

0.653 

  Landmark (if) 

   

-0.878 

  Global(if) 

    

0.848 

 Weather(if) 

    

0.836 

 Map (if) 

     

0.954 

       % of variance explained 19.922 16.177 15.100 14.401 13.455 7.425 

Cumulative percentages 19.922 36.099 51.199 65.600 79.055 86.480 

  

 Factor 1=Accessibility, Factor 2= Reach, Factor 3= Visibility and choice, Factor 4=   Integration and 

landmark condition, Factor 5= Global landmark and weather condition, Factor 6= Map condition. 

  

Once the factors were described, a regression model was conducted to determine the impact of factors 

on logarithmic duration. Based on an R-squared value of 0.55, the regression model explained 55 

percent of variation in duration (R² =0.55, n=13,788,838, p<.0001*). Table 2 shows the results of the 

regression model for factor groups. Overall, the most significant factors were “accessibility”, 

“integration and landmark condition” as well as “global landmark and weather conditions. It is 

observed that factors “accessibility” and “integration and landmark” condition have positive influence 

on duration whereas “global landmark and weather” condition factor has a negative impact. The 

positive and significant relationship can be explained with axial intelligibility for the first factor 

group, which suggests that duration increases as axial intelligibility decreases. Axial and segment 

based choice (radius-n) however, have a positive impact on duration surprisingly, which suggests that 

duration increases as axial and segment based choice values increase. 
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Table 2: Regression results for factor groups 

Term Estimate 

Std 

Error t Ratio Prob>|t| Std Beta 

Intercept 3.8999723 0.000119 32862 <.0001 0 

Accessibility 0.2952212 0.000119 2487.6 <.0001 0.447565 

Reach 0.0025016 0.000119 21.08 <.0001 0.003792 

Visibility and choice -0.191297 0.000119 -1612 <.0001 -0.29001 

Integration and landmark condition 0.2606194 0.000119 2196.1 <.0001 0.395107 

Global landmark and weather condition -0.201995 0.000119 -1702 <.0001 -0.30623 

Map condition -0.091707 0.000119 -772.8 <.0001 -0.13903 

      RSquare 0.553653 

    RSquare Adj 0.553653 

    Observations (or Sum Wgts) 13788838 

     

“Integration and landmark” condition are also associated with duration. It was observed that as the 

variables increase so does the duration, except for the landmark condition. This suggests that as the 

number of decision points increases, and the landmarks become less accessible and less salient, the 

duration rises. Another finding was that the duration has a negative relationship with global landmark 

and weather conditions that suggests that when there are global landmarks available and clear weather 

then the time taken by participants to complete a level decreases, i.e. their performance is better. 

Factor “visibility and choice” has a negative and significant relationship with duration. This suggests 

that as visual integration (hh) increases the time taken by participants decreases. No meaningful 

results were observed for visual intelligibility and segment based normalised choice (100m).  Factor 6 

is negatively associated with duration. This means that if the map is clear rather than being obscured, 

then it improves the performance of players and the duration decreases. Finally Factor 2, reach, has a 

positive relationship with duration, which offers that the duration increases as the values increase.  

Experiment-II 

In the first experiment, landmark conditions were analysed and it was seen that it was associated with 

the time taken by participants to complete levels. In order to make a more detailed investigation on 

landmark conditions, a second experiment was used with two different landmark conditions: easy and 

hard landmarks. Easy landmarks in this study refers to salient objects at highly accessible (integrated) 

points and hard landmarks refer to less salient objects at less accessible (segregated) points as 

mentioned earlier.  

Method 

In order to compare easy and hard landmark conditions two levels of the game, which have the same 

spatial layout, were selected. These two levels do not include any global landmarks and have the same 

weather conditions (Table 3).   

 

Table 3: Description of levels 22 and 51 

 

Level Theme 

Image of 

the theme Landmarks Global Weather 

Image of 

the map 

22 Golden 

Shores 

 

Easy No Clear 
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51 Kano 

Reef 

 

Hard No Clear 
 

 

Salient and less salient object conditions used for the definition of easy and hard landmarks were 

defined by the designers of the spatial structure of levels (Dalton, Hölscher and Wiener- see Dalton, 

2016). Landmark conditions were coded as 1 and 2, where 2 means easy and 1 means hard landmark 

conditions.  

As a final step, participants’ duration results to complete the two levels were compared in order to 

understand the effect of different conditions. The hypothesis for the second experiment is that, the 

duration decreases as the landmark condition improves from hard landmarks to easy landmarks. 

Participants 

To be able to make a fair comparison, participants who played both of these two levels were selected 

rather than all participants (number of total results collected was 448,542 including 3,902 outliers) 

who played one of the levels. The number of participants who played both levels was 41,391. This 

number includes 21,356 female players, 20,027 male players and 8 others (gender not provided) aged 

between 18 and 99. 

Procedure 

Procedure of this experiment is the same with a typical wayfinding level that contains 3 goal 

destinations. Participants viewed the maps of environments first with the goal locations on the maps 

and then they navigated the boat and tried to find the goal locations. 

Results 

In order to observe the impact of landmark condition on logarithmic duration, simple regression 

analysis was conducted. Figure 1 displays the regression plot and the statistical output of the 

regression model.  

 
 

Figure 1: Results of the regression analysis 
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In level 22, which includes easy landmark condition -salient landmarks at accessible locations-, mean 

logarithmic duration was 4,2571 log seconds whereas it was 4,2582 log seconds in level 51. It can be 

seen that there is no effect of landmark conditions on duration (p=.676). This demonstrates that salient 

landmarks at accessible locations did not improve the success of the participants to complete the 

levels.  

3. DISCUSSION  

This study aimed to explain the impact of spatial factors and different conditions on wayfinding as 

well as to explore the influence of different landmark conditions. To do this, two experiments were 

organised and analysed. In the first one, participants were asked to complete wayfinding tasks in 

different spatial layouts with different weather, map, global landmark and salient landmark 

conditions. Then the environments were analysed with space syntax measures in addition to some 

pattern analysis as number of decision points and the length of streets. Results of this experiment 

demonstrated the effect of different factors; choice and accessibility and integration and landmark 

conditions more significantly. The results of the first experiment supported the studies which 

mentioned the importance of space syntax measures as intelligibility (Bafna, 2003; Conroy, 2001) and 

visual integration (Haq and Zimring, 2003; Kaynar Rohloff et al., 2009). Moreover, the number of 

decision points (Arthur and Passini, 1992; O’Neill, 1991; Raubal and Egenhofer, 1998), global 

landmark conditions (Lin et al., 2012) –similar to the literature- and map conditions were also 

detected as important components on wayfinding. 

The second study, on the other hand, was undertaken to better understand the influence of different 

landmark conditions: easy and hard landmarks. In order to do this, two levels with the same spatial 

layout and same conditions were selected. 41,391 results from the participants who played both levels 

were used in the dataset, and the procedure of the experiment remained the same with the first 

experiment. Results of this experiment indicated that the duration did not significantly decrease in the 

easy landmark condition. Even though the authors hypothesized to observe a significant impact of the 

different landmark conditions, the regression result of this study was insignificant.  

The present study was essential as it pointed to the importance of some syntactic values as well as 

different conditions on shaping the wayfinding performance of people in virtual environments. More 

studies are needed to better understand the effect of different landmark conditions. The saliency 

classification for landmarks used in this study was pre-defined by the designers of the game, however, 

the saliency of landmarks will be investigated as a next step and measures of saliency adapted for the 

context of the game in order to re-define salient objects and to observe their relationship with the 

performance of the participants. 

Another issue authors would like to mention is that logarithmic duration was used in this study in 

order to have a normal distribution. However, one can expect to have long tails in navigational tasks. 

Hence, for future research it is aimed to use real duration rather than logarithmic duration.  
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